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ABSTRACT

Unpredictable variations in the ocean originate from both external atmospheric forcing and chaotic

processes internal to the ocean itself, and are a crucial sink of predictability on interdecadal

timescales. In a global ocean model, we present i.) an optimisation framework to compute the

most efficient noise patterns to generate uncertainty and ii.) a uniquely inexpensive, dynamical

method for attributing sources of ocean uncertainty to internal (mesoscale eddy turbulence) and

external (atmospheric) origins, sidestepping the more typical ensemble approach. These two

methods are then applied to a range of metrics (heat content, volume transport, and heat transport)

and time averages (monthly, yearly, and decadal) in the subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic.

We demonstrate that optimal noise patterns target features of the underlying circulation such as

the North Atlantic Current and deep water formation regions. We then show that noise forcing in

the actual climate system stimulates these patterns with various degrees of efficiency, ultimately

leading to the growth of error. We reaffirm the established notion that higher frequency variations

are primarily wind driven, while surface buoyancy forcing is the ultimately dominant source of

uncertainty at lower frequencies. For year-averaged quantities in the subtropics, it is mesoscale

eddies which contribute the most to ocean error, accounting for up to 60% after 60 years of growth

in the case of volume transport at 25◦N. The impact of eddies is greatly reduced in the subpolar

region, which we suggest may be explained by overall lower sensitivity to small-scale noise there.
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Significance statement. Climate does not change steadily; it naturally fluctuates around a general33

trend. The prediction of climate several decades to a century ahead depends mostly on the ability to34

anticipate future human activity, but for the coming years to a few decades ahead (when the future35

pathway of human activity is not yet fully apparent) natural fluctuations also have an important36

role. These fluctuations, however, cannot be perfectly predicted for long. The ability to predict37

them is limited, for example, by the build-up of unwelcome “noise” from erratic processes such as38

the weather. In this study, we look at the different sources of this noise, how important they are,39

and how they impact prediction accuracy of climatically important ocean quantities decades in the40

future. To achieve this, we use a unique computer simulation of the ocean, which works backwards41

and describes how to most effectively create change. This uncovers the mechanisms by which noise42

is most effectively amplified by the ocean, and also shows how this compares with the behavior43

of noise in the real ocean-atmosphere system. We demonstrate that in the climatically important44

region of the North Atlantic, unpredictable ocean circulation changes in the more southerly tropical45

region are mostly due to oceanic mesoscale eddies (the oceanic equivalent of atmospheric storms).46

Further north, however, it is the atmosphere which is primarily responsible for the development of47

oceanic prediction error.48

1. Introduction49

As the slow component of the climate system, the ocean is key to predicting variations on50

timescales of seasons or longer. However, the ocean is now known to exhibit substantial variability51

at all timescales. The predictability of these variations, and their attribution to different sources,52

is crucial to the understanding and prediction of climate, particularly on so-called “near-term”53

timescales on which the anthropogenically forced signal is not yet dominant (Meehl et al. 2009).54
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Variations in the North Atlantic have long been hypothesized to be uniquely predictable due to55

interactions between its meridional overturning circulation (MOC) and anomalies in upper ocean56

heat content. In the late 1990s, an increase in computational resources allowed this hypothesis to be57

tested in state-of-the-art climate models using the prognostic technique of ensemble modeling (e.g.,58

the review of Latif and Keenlyside 2011). In this framework, each member of a coupled climate59

model ensemble is initialized with a slightly perturbed atmospheric state. As the atmosphere has60

no predictability beyond a few weeks (Lorenz 1969), the atmospheric components of the ensemble61

rapidly diverge such that their differences are indistinguishable from stochastic noise. The rate of62

divergence of the ocean components in response thus quantifies ocean predictability. Early studies63

using this methodology revealed enhanced predictability, often up to decades, in the North Atlantic64

sector against a background of strong MOC influence (Griffies and Bryan 1997; Grötzner et al.65

1999; Collins and Sinha 2003; Msadek et al. 2010; Persechino et al. 2013). The implication that66

large-scale ocean dynamics slow error growth forced by the atmosphere is promising for near-67

term prediction in the region, but these studies collectively fail to account for oceanic mesoscale68

turbulence as an additional source of uncertainty. As ocean components of cutting-edge climate69

models evolve towards eddying resolution (Haarsma et al. 2016), the relative importance of this70

source is becoming increasingly scrutinized.71

A new generation of studies is now addressing the question of attributing oceanic variability72

to internal (generated by chaotic oceanic processes) and external (atmospherically forced) origins73

using the prognostic ensemble approach in high-resolution ocean-only models (e.g., Sérazin et al.74

2017; Leroux et al. 2018; Jamet et al. 2019). Each member has a common atmospheric forcing,75

but differing oceanic initial conditions. As such, the ensemble mean is taken to smooth out any76

intrinsic oceanic variability, such that its temporal variability is assumed to derive purely from77
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fluctuations in the forcing. Contrarily, the ensemble spread, given their common atmospheric78

forcing, is assumed to come solely from intrinsic oceanic differences.79

In this manner, Sérazin et al. (2017) conclude that ocean intrinsic variability is the dominant80

contributor to deep-ocean heat content fluctuations in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre and Gulf81

Stream regions, while Leroux et al. (2018) estimate that intrinsic MOC variability is 60% that of82

atmospheric at 26◦N. In a regional model, Jamet et al. (2019) find that over half of the variability83

in the annually averaged Atlantic MOC at this latitude is intrinsic. Although oceanic variability84

forced at the domain boundaries will appear “external” in a regional model, this result agrees85

closely with the global model results of Grégorio et al. (2015). All studies show a shift in behavior86

at subpolar latitudes, where the atmospheric component dominates.87

Despite the revolutionary advances in computing which now allow studies such as these to utilize88

ensembles containing as many as 50 members in a global, eddy-permitting ocean (as in Leroux89

et al. 2018), such investigations are still prohibitively expensive for routine research. Furthermore,90

the ensemble approach does not allow a causal description of the translation of internal and external91

sources of unpredictable variability into expressed oceanic error growth or prediction uncertainty.92

An alternative framework, allowing dynamical attribution of the large-scale oceanic response to93

small perturbations (such as those from atmospheric fluxes or the mesoscale eddy field) is the94

adjoint method (Errico 1997). While the ensemble approach begins by applying small changes and95

then evaluates their impact on oceanic metrics of interest, the adjoint method turns the problem96

inside out: it begins with an oceanic metric of interest and then describes its sensitivity to small97

changes.98

This method has been applied to attributing Atlantic MOC fluctuations to different surface fluxes99

in the MITgcm by Pillar et al. (2016), and was used in the OPA model (the oceanic component of100
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the model used herein) by Sévellec et al. (2018) to determine the relative impacts of atmospheric101

and initial condition uncertainty on the divergence of a theoretical ocean ensemble.102

This study builds further on the theoretical ensemble approach of Sévellec et al. (2018). Here,103

we explore ocean error growth from two perspectives. In the first, we use an adjoint model to104

determine the most efficient patterns for stimulating ensemble divergence (the optimal stochastic105

perturbations, or OSPs, Sévellec et al. 2007). In this framework, the model is blind to actual, “real106

world” sources of chaotic variability, and instead describes how these sources should look in order107

to have the greatest effect on oceanic uncertainty. In this sense, the outcome describes, for different108

metrics, the sensitivity of their variance to different sources and locations, highlighting oceanic109

patterns of efficient error growth.110

In the second perspective, we provide the model with realistic, stochastic representations of real-111

world internal and external turbulent variability sources. This allows us to dynamically attribute112

ocean uncertainty to these different sources. The realistic sources are diagnosed frommore complex113

models; the external, atmospheric component is calculated from a coupled non-eddying climate114

model, while the internal, mesoscale-eddy-driven component is calculated from an eddy-permitting115

ocean model. The attribution method is uniquely inexpensive – a single bidecadal simulation of116

a coupled climate model and an eddy-permitting ocean model are used to compute the stochastic117

properties, while the highly efficient adjoint ocean model in a non-eddying (laminar) configuration118

can recreate a theoretically infinite ensemble with a single simulation (Sévellec and Sinha 2018).119

The study proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we outline the mathematical theory of stochastically120

forced ensembles which underlies our two approaches. This begins with a treatment of the classical,121

temporally uncorrelated (“white noise”) case, which provides the theoretical framework for deriving122

the OSPs. We then advance to time-correlated stochastic noise, more appropriate for creating a123

representation of realistic turbulence in the case of oceanic mesoscale eddies. In Section 3, we124
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describe how this time-correlated representation is diagnosed, along with the three models used for125

the study and the configuration of our experiments. Our results are presented for both the optimal126

and diagnosed forcing cases in Section 4 before being discussed along with our conclusions in127

Section 5.128

2. Theoretical framework: variance of stochastically forced linear systems129

a. Temporally uncorrelated forcing130

One of the simplest models of low-frequency variability generation in the ocean is that of Hassel-131

mann (1976). In it, mixed layer temperature changes are assumed to be a purely passive response132

to random, serially uncorrelated surface heat fluxes. These are absorbed and slowly “forgotten”133

by the ocean, which tends back toward its unperturbed state. The model is univariate and entirely134

determined by two parameters: the timescale on which this restoring occurs (parameterizing the135

ocean dynamics as a single memory term) and the volatility of the random fluxes (parameterizing136

the atmospheric forcing). It may be written as the stochastic differential equation137

du = −λu dt+ σ dW, (1)

which has solution (for initial condition zero)138

u(t0, t1) =

∫ t1

t0

e−λ(t1−t)σ dW (t), (2)

where u is the surface temperature, t0 and t1 are the initial and final time, σ2 is the variance of139

temperature change induced by random surface atmospheric heat fluxes during a time increment140

dt, λ−1 defines the e-folding timescale of the ocean dynamics (i.e., its memory), and dW is an141

increment of a standard-normal Wiener processW (akin to the distance of a random walk during142

the time increment dt). (2) is thus an Itô integral (Itô 1944). It may be noted that the response is143
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an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein 1930), such that variability generation144

follows the autocovariance function:145

Cov(u(t0, t1), u(t0, t2)) =
σ2

2λ

(
e−λ|t2−t1| − e−λ(t2+t1−2t0)

)
. (3)

This autocovariance function is weakly stationary in the limit t0 → −∞ and so corresponds via146

the Wiener-Khinchin theorem to the power spectral density (PSD; e.g., Sect. 1.2 of Lindner 2009)147

function148

S(ω) =
2σ2

λ2 + (2πω)2
, (4)

where ω is the time frequency and S the PSD.149

In this simple framework, the ocean therefore low-pass filters spectrally constant (white noise)150

surface heat fluxes, producing a frequency spectrum which is constant (i.e., white noise) in the151

limit of low frequency (ω� λ) and follows an inverse square law (i.e., red noise) in the limit of152

high frequency (ω�λ). The transition frequency is determined by the ocean adjustment timescale153

(i.e., λ). We will return to these classical results concerning Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes in154

Section 2c.155

Although a useful first-order representation of the evolution of unpredictable surface temperature156

variability (Frankignoul and Hasselmann 1977), the model is inherently limited by its treatment of157

a single forcing and response term, representing a spatial average of a single independent region158

of the ocean and atmosphere (without accounting for any internal ocean processes, beyond a crude159

memory term). In a more realistic representation, atmospheric forcing may coherently influence160

multiple regions of the ocean, which may interact with each other through a range of variables161

and processes. If the dynamics of these interactions remain linear, (1) can be generalized to a162

non-autonomous linear system of stochastic differential equations:163

d |u〉 = A(t) |u〉 dt+ L d |W (t)〉 , (5)
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where |u〉 is the ocean state vector anomaly, describing the response of each prognostic variable at164

each location, |W (t)〉 is a vector of independent standard-normalWiener processes, A(t) describes165

the linear interactions between all ocean variables and locations, andL is the lower-triangularmatrix166

describing the stochastic atmospheric fluxes through the Cholesky decomposition Σ=LL† of their167

covariance matrix. In this decomposition, † represents the adjoint defined by the Euclidean inner168

product.169

Realistic ocean models are not linear, but for small anomalies |u〉 the complementary equation of170

(5) can provide a first-order description of their anomalous behavior. Consider a nonlinear system171

such as a typical ocean general circulation model (GCM):172

d |U〉 = N (|U〉 , t) dt,

whereN is a nonlinear operator, t is time and |U〉 the full state vector. Expansion of the full state173

vector |U〉= |ū〉+|u〉 (about a mean state |ū〉)) yields174

d(|ū〉+ |u〉) =
[
N (|ū〉 , t) + A(t) |u〉+O(|u〉2)

]
dt, (6)

Noting that d |ū〉=N (|ū〉 , t) dt and neglecting higher order terms leads to the complementary175

equation of (5). In this context, A(t) is the Jacobian of the nonlinear system with respect to the176

ocean state:177

A(t) =
∂

∂ |U〉
N (|ū〉 , t). (7)

The (zero initial condition) solution to (5) is given by178

|u(t0, t1)〉 =

∫ t1

t0

Ψ(t1, t)L d |W (t)〉 , (8)

where Ψ(t1, t0) is the propagator matrix [the scalar Ψ(t1, t0)=e−λ(t1−t0) in the univariate case of179

(2)] which describes the linear response of the ocean at time t1 to changes originating from time180

t0.181
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Beginning from the last formula, we can diagnose the covariance between any two scalar-valued182

metrics of the ocean state which are linear. These metrics can be defined by the co-vectors |F 1,2〉183

where the scalar product 〈F 1,2|u〉= 〈u|F 1,2〉 are the Euclidean inner products of the co-vectors184

and the ocean state vector anomaly. We have185

Cov(〈F 1|u(t0, t1〉 , 〈F 2|u(t0, t1〉) = E

[
〈F 1|

∫ t1

t0

Ψ(t1, t)L d|W (t)〉 〈F 2|
∫ t1

t0

Ψ(t1, s)L d|W (s)〉
]

(9)

where s represents time. A multi-dimensional generalisation of Itô’s isometry may be applied to186

this expression (e.g., Section 3.6 of Duan andWang 2014). In particular, the Itô integral terms may187

be written as non-anticipatory (left) Riemann sums such that the right hand side of (9) becomes188

lim
K→∞

E

[
K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

〈F 1|Ψ(t1, ti)L |∆W i〉 〈F 2|Ψ(t1, tj)L |∆W j〉

]
, (10)

with189

tk = t0 + k
t1 − t0
K

, |∆W k〉 = (|W (tk+1)〉 − |W (tk)〉),

where i, j, k are discrete increment indices, and K is the total number of discrete increments.190

Applying a transpose and Fubini’s theorem:191

lim
K→∞

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

〈F 1|Ψ(t1, ti)LE [|∆W i〉 〈∆W j|] L†Ψ†(tj, t1) |F 2〉 . (11)

We note that, ∀ i 6=j, the increments of the Wiener processes do not overlap and so are independent192

by definition, reducing the expression to a single sum193

lim
K→∞

K∑
i=1

〈F 1|Ψ(t1, ti)LE [|∆W i〉 〈∆W i|] L†Ψ†(ti, t1) |F 2〉 , (12)

in which the central outer product corresponds to a diagonal matrix, as the vectors are elementwise194

independent. As Wiener increments are normally distributed asW (tk+1 − tk) ∼N(0, tk+1 − tk),195

in their infinitesimal limit the equation becomes196

Cov(〈F 1|u(t0, t1〉 , 〈F 2|u(t0, t1〉) =

∫ t1

t0

〈F 1|Ψ(t1, t)ΣΨ†(t, t1)|F 2〉 dt. (13)
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Note that our solution generalizes the result heuristically derived by Sévellec et al. (2018). Similarly197

to their approach, we remark that while it is standard to diagnose the variance evolution of a metric198

by propagating many realisations of (8) as an ensemble and considering its spread, (13) does not199

require us to propagate any such realisation. Instead, it describes the response of such an ensemble200

(in the theoretical limit of large ensemble size) using only the statistical properties (Σ) of the201

noise. It further provides a dynamical link between the response of the target metrics 〈F 1,2| and202

the stochastic source of variability represented by Σ. Where this representation can be linearly203

partitioned into independent sources (for instance internal and external, Σ=ΣI +ΣE), the variance204

can be dynamically attributed to each. The only requirements of the method are that205

1. Our metrics of interest 〈F 1,2| are linear functions of the ocean state;206

2. We have a linear model of ocean dynamics, Ψ(t1, t0) [we take a linearized OGCM which207

following (6) is valid for small variations about a trajectory, see Section 3];208

3. We have a complete statistical description Σ of any stochastic sources of variability.209

Regarding the latter point, two approaches may be taken: the properties of the stochastic processes210

may be diagnosed and prescribed (as in Sévellec et al. 2018, for instance), or theymay be determined211

from the linear model itself (in the framework of an optimisation problem, as in Sévellec et al.212

2007, 2009, for instance). We begin with the latter approach, which provides insight into the213

mechanisms by which sources of variability are translated into oceanic variance in a theoretical214

setting.215

b. Optimal Stochastic Perturbations216

As Σ can be allowed to take any form in (13), the problem of variance estimation can217

be reformulated as an optimisation question: what form should Σ take such that variance218
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Var(〈F |u(t0, t1)〉) =
∫ t1
t0
〈F |Ψ(t1, t)ΣΨ†(t, t1)|F 〉 dt is maximal for a given metric 〈F |? The219

solution to the problem, under certain conditions, can be determined dynamically from the linear220

model itself, allowing insight into the mechanisms behind oceanic uncertainty without explicitly221

prescribing sources of uncertainty.222

To determine the optimal Σ, we apply two constraints to the optimal variance source: its global223

average has fixed amplitude, and any two points which are not independent have a correlation of±1.224

The former implies that the stochastic process has finite power (corresponding to band-limitedwhite225

noise), while the latter assumes that if two points covary, they must do so completely constructively226

(as would be optimal). We begin by considering the general case, where the stochastic process is227

partitioned into “N” such regions (where each point in the region is perfectly correlated), before228

considering the specific cases corresponding to the two limits of N : (i) N= 1 corresponding to a229

fully global correlation (as in Sévellec et al. 2007, 2009) and (ii) N=n (where n is the dimension230

of the sate vector, |u〉), corresponding to the absence of any correlation.231

1) General case232

As outlined above, we partition the stochastic process into N regions such that points within the233

regions are perfectly covarying, but are independent of points in other regions. Equivalently, we234

separate Σ∈Rn×n into N local matrices Σi∈Rmi×mi (where mi is the local dimension of the ith235

region), and define a binary projection Bi∈Rn×mi such that236

Σ =
N∑
i=1

BiΣiB
†
i . (14)

Following (8), the evolution of the state vector in response to stimulation in the ith region is237

|ui(t0, t1)〉 =

∫ t1

t0

Ψ(t1, t)BiLi d |W i(t)〉 , (15)
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where Σi=LiL
†
i is the Cholesky decomposition of the local covariance matrix, equivalently to the238

global case. Fundamentally, as the region is perfectly correlated, it may be written in terms of a239

single stochastic process. The vector Li d |W i〉 thus becomes |Li〉 dWi, such that Σi is the outer240

product Σi= |Li〉 〈Li|. The implication is that in the region, a single Wiener process is “shaped”241

by a pattern of local amplitudes |Li〉.242

In order to determine the optimal shape of this pattern, we utilise the method of Lagrange243

multipliers (consistently with Sévellec et al. 2007). In particular, we wish to maximise the local244

contribution to the variance245

Var(〈F |ui〉) =

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)BiΣiB
†
iΨ(t, t1)|F 〉 dt (16a)

under the constraint that the amplitude εi of Σi follows246

Tr(SiΣi) = 〈Li|Si|Li〉 = ε2i , (16b)

where Si ∈ Rmi×mi is a (diagonal) volumetric weighting matrix. The corresponding Lagrange247

function can be expressed as248

L(γi, |Li〉 , t0, t1) =

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)Bi|Li〉2 dt− γi(〈Li|Si|Li〉 − ε2i ), (17)

where the scalar γi is the Lagrange multiplier. Maximizing the Lagrangian leads to249

∂L
∂ |Li〉

∣∣∣∣
{γ∗i ,|L

∗
i 〉}

= 0,∫ t1

t0

(
B†iΨ

†(t, t1) |F 〉 〈F |Ψ(t1, t)Bi

)
dt |L∗i 〉 − γ∗i Si |L∗i 〉 = 0, (18)

which holds when γ∗i and |L∗i 〉 are an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of250

S−1
i

∫ t1

t0

(
BiΨ

†(t, t1)|F 〉〈F |Ψ(t1, t)B
†
i

)
dt, (19)

since Si (as an operator representing a norm) is invertible. Any such eigenpair represents a251

particular solution to the optimization problem, but of these we seek the solution with the greatest252
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effect. We note that left multiplication of (18) by 〈L∗i |Si results in253 ∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)Bi|L∗i 〉
2 dt = γ∗i 〈L∗i |Si|L∗i 〉 ,

or, equivalently, Var(〈F |ui(t0, t1)〉) = γ∗i ε
2
i , so that the Lagrangian multiplier, γi, is essentially254

representing the variance that we wish to maximize. Hence the eigenvector |Lopt
i 〉 corresponding to255

the universally optimal solution of (18) is that belonging to the leading eigenvalue γopt
i . Rescaling256

the outer product of this eigenvector, the optimal covariance matrix with amplitude meeting the257

constraint (16b) in the ith region is therefore258

Σopt
i = ε2i

|Lopt
i 〉 〈L

opt
i |

〈Lopt
i |Si|L

opt
i 〉

. (20)

Our local magnitude εi may be chosen arbitrarily, and so, although the N regions correspond259

to N independent problems, we seek an optimal scaling εi which maximizes their individual260

contribution to the overall variance, while constraining the total magnitude
∑N

i=1 ε
2
i = ε2. In261

particular, we note that the total variance Var(〈F |u(t0, t1)〉) =
∑N

i=1 ε
2
i γ

opt
i following the above.262

This may be alternatively rewritten as an inner product Var(〈F |u(t0, t1)〉) = 〈E|γ〉, where |E〉263

and |γ〉 are vectors of dimension N concatenating all the amplitudes (ε2i ) and optimal variances264

(γopt
i ), respectively, of the local optimal shape (|Lopt

i 〉) for the N regions. As the inner product is265

maximal for parallel vectors (i.e., |E〉 parallel to |γ〉), it follows after some algebra that266

ε2i =
ε2γopt

i∑N
i=1 γ

opt
i

. (21)

Hence, for these choices of εi, we have267

Σopt =
ε2∑N

i=1 γ
opt
i

N∑
i=1

γopt
i Bi

|Lopt
i 〉 〈L

opt
i |

〈Lopt
i |Si|L

opt
i 〉

B†i , (22)

where, as described above, |Lopt
i 〉 and γ

opt
i is the leading eigenpair of268

S−1
i

∫ t1

t0

BiΨ
†(t, t1) |F 〉 〈F |Ψ(t1, t)B

†
i dt.
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2) Limiting cases269

The above derivation applies to the case of N perfectly correlated independent regions, but we270

may consider two specific cases of this in order to imitate conditions similar to the atmospherically271

forced and eddy-driven variability felt by the ocean. In particular, we consider the two limiting272

cases: N = 1 and N = dim(|u〉). The former case, where the forcing is everywhere perfectly273

correlated, can be applied to the surface layer as an idealized representation of the large-scale274

coherent patterns of the atmosphere (Sévellec et al. 2007, 2009). The latter case, where the forcing275

is uncorrelated between all variables and locations, is taken as an idealized representation of small-276

scale noise in the ocean (i.e., noise induced by subgrid processes). These cases correspond to277

solving a single eigenvalue problem vs. solving dim(|u〉) (trivially scalar) eigenvalue problems.278

In particular, for N = 1, the sole projection matrix is the identity matrix B1 = I, while for279

N = n= dim(|u〉), the projection matrices become the standard basis vectors Bi = |ei〉 (i.e., ei280

projects a scalar to the ith location of the full state vector).281

In the former (everywhere perfectly covarying) case, (22) becomes282

Σopt = ε2
|Lopt〉 〈Lopt|
〈Lopt|S|Lopt〉

, (23)

where |Lopt〉 is the leading eigenvector of283

S−1

∫ t1

t0

Ψ†(t, t1) |F 〉 〈F |Ψ(t1, t) dt.

The latter (everywhere uncorrelated) case corresponds to the condition that every point is inde-284

pendent, and Σopt is diagonal. The associated eigen“vector” problems are scalar, such that the285

eigenspace is infinite. All terms in (22) are now scalars such that |Lopt
i 〉 can be seen to cancel,286

while the matrices Si may be written as Si. Ultimately,287

Σopt =
ε2∑N

i=1 γ
opt
i

N∑
i=1

|ei〉
γopt
i

Si
〈ei| , (24)
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where, solving (18) with Bi= |ei〉, the eigenvalues γopt
i are trivially the diagonal elements of288

S−1

∫ t1

t0

Ψ†(t, t1) |F 〉 〈F |Ψ(t1, t)dt.

The sum of the eigenvalues is also the trace of this (scaled outer product) matrix, and is thus given289

by the corresponding inner product. Therefore, from (24) the optimal stochastic covariance matrix290

in the completely uncorrelated case is291

Σopt =
ε2∫ t1

t0
〈F |Ψ(t1, t)S

−1Ψ†(t, t1)|F 〉 dt
diag

[
S−1

∫ t1

t0

Ψ†(t, t1) |F 〉 〈F |Ψ(t1, t)dt

]
S−1

(25)

(where the diag[·] operator corresponds to the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal). We respec-292

tively use these two limiting cases to explore theoretical variance linked to idealized atmospheric293

forcing (assuming perfect correlation everywhere over the surface and zero noise in the interior) and294

ocean internal subgrid fluxes (assuming noise everywhere, with zero correlation between locations295

and variables).296

A useful metric of the OSP is the ratio of the output variance to the input variance A∗ =297

Var(〈F |u(t0, t1)〉/ε2, which we term the amplification factor. Notably, for the globally perfect298

covariance case, this is simply the associated eigenvalue299

A∗ = γopt. (26a)

For the globally decorrelated case,300

A∗ =

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)S
−1Ψ†(t, t1)|F 〉 dt (26b)

is the sum of the eigenvalues.301

c. Temporally correlated forcing302

Our considerations so far have involved stochastic forcingwith varying levels of spatial coherence,303

but which is serially decorrelated (therefore band-limited white noise). While this allows an304
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idealized, theoretical exploration of variance generation mechanisms in the optimal case, it is305

inadequate for realistically representing turbulent fluxes in the climate system, as we wish to in306

the diagnosed case. Indeed, while white noise is typically considered an acceptable representation307

of atmospheric variability (which decays on timescales much shorter than those of the oceanic308

large scale; Hasselmann 1976), the ocean mesoscale eddy field evolves much more slowly (e.g.,309

Chelton et al. 2007). To realistically represent this using diagnosed fluxes, we therefore extend our310

framework to include temporally correlated stochastic forcing. We consider again the Ornstein-311

Uhlenbeck case, which is a simple example of a temporally correlated stochastic process.312

We begin by modifying (5) such that anomalous fluxes are now modeled by a continuous,313

time-integrable stochastic process (contrary to the former, white noise case, where they were314

everywhere discontinuous and representable only in the framework of distribution theory). The315

equation becomes316

d |u〉 = (A(t) |u〉+ |X(t)〉) dt, (27)

where, as before, |u〉 defines the state vector anomaly, A defines the system’s linear dynamics317

[for instance via the Jacobian of a corresponding nonlinear system, as in (7)], and, in contrast318

to the previous cases, |X〉 is the forcing from continuous, spatiotemporally correlated stochastic319

processes. The zero-initial-condition solution is given by320

|u(t0, t1)〉 =

∫ t1

t0

Ψ(t1, t) |X(t)〉 dt (28)

where the complementary equation and therefore the propagator matrix, Ψ(t1, t0), are notably321

identical to (8). As in (9), we seek the covariance between two metrics of the state vector, given by322

Cov(〈F 1|u(t0, t1〉 , 〈F 2|u(t0, t1〉) =

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F 1|Ψ(t1, t)E [|X(t)〉 〈X(s)|] Ψ†(s, t1) |F 2〉 dt ds,

(29)
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where the term E [|X(t)〉 〈X(s)|] gives the spatiotemporal covariance matrix of the forcing. In323

the white noise case, the autocorrelation conceptually corresponds to the Dirac delta function,324

leading to E [|X(t)〉 〈X(s)|]= δ(t− s)LL†, consistently with (13). For a vector |X〉 of saturated325

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes [such as (2) with t0 → −∞], a multivariate generalization of (3)326

gives327

E [|X(t)〉 〈X(s)|] = e−λtLL†e−λ
†s, (30)

where λ is a diagonal matrix of reciprocal e-folding times of the anomalous fluxes at each location,328

and LL† = Σ is their spatial covariance matrix. As these quantities can be diagnosed from an329

appropriate dataset, we can use this formulation to diagnose the variance growth.330

In the proceeding section we diagnose (from realistic models) λ and Σ for the cases of external331

(atmospheric; λE, ΣE) and internal (oceanic turbulent mesoscale eddy driven; λI, ΣI) turbulent332

fluxes, assessing the appropriateness of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck representation. We then proceed333

to attribute the variance of different metrics in response to these sources, which, following (29)334

and assuming independence between the internal and external components is given by335

Var(〈F |u(t0, t1〉) =

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λItΣIe

−λ†I sΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds

+

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λEtΣEe

−λ†EsΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds. (31)

The variancemay be broken down further still, bywriting the covariancematrices as the sumof their336

different components. For example, we are interested in the independent contributions of buoyancy337

and momentum fluxes to the externally forced component VarE of the variance (corresponding to338

the λE, ΣE terms), and, in the latter case, the separate contributions of the covarying zonal and339
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meridional momentum fluxes. The final term of 31 can accordingly be split into:340

VarE(〈F |u(t0, t1〉) =

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λb

EtΣb
Ee
−λb

E
†
sΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds,

+

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λu

EtΣu
Ee
−λu

E
†sΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds,

+

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λv

EtΣv
Ee
−λv

E
†sΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds,

+

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t0

〈F |Ψ(t1, t)e
−λu

EtΣu,v
E e−λ

v
E
†sΨ†(s, t1) |F 〉 dt ds, (32)

where (λ
{b,u,v}
E ,Σ{b,u,v}E ) are the external noise properties for the buoyancy, and zonal and merid-341

ional momentum fluxes, respectively, Σu,v
E is for the zonal and meridional covariance term.342

Finally, in addition to separating the variance into contributions from different variables, we note343

that we can also isolate contributions from different regions of space. The inner products of (31)344

represent spatial integrals of local contributions to the total variance (integrated over volume in the345

internal case and over area in the external case). An alternative formulation of (31) is therefore346

Var(〈F |u(t0, t1〉) =

∫
Ω

VI(x, y, z, t0, t1) dV +

∫
Ω0

VE(x, y, t0, t1) dA, (33)

whereVI andVE are continuous functions representing the respective internal variance contribution347

per unit volume and external variance contribution per unit area, Ω and dV represent the ocean348

interior and a volume increment, respectively, Ω0 and dA represent the ocean surface and an area349

increment, respectively, and x, y and z are the zonal, meridional and vertical coordinates. The350

corresponding integrands are thus spatial distributions of variance contributions. This can be351

applied to both (31) and (32) without loss of generality.352
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3. Model configurations, methods, and experimental design353

a. Linear ocean model configuration354

As outlined in Section 2, we use a linear ocean model to provide the propagator matrix Ψ which355

is used to both derive our OSPs [following (22)] and evolve our prescribed, diagnosed stochastic356

processes [following (29)]. The model is v3.4 of the NEMO GCM (Madec 2012) whose routines357

are linearized in the tangent-linear and adjoint model (TAM) package NEMOTAM (Vidard et al.358

2015). The model is run in the nominal 2◦ ORCA2 configuration with 31 vertical levels in partial-359

step z-coordinates, subject to repeated CORE normal year forcing (Large and Yeager 2004). More360

details can be found in Stephenson et al. (2020). We note that the same ocean model is common to361

our linear propagator Ψ, the coupled climate model (Section 3b) used to diagnose our stochastic362

external flux representation (λE, ΣE) and the high-resolution ocean model (Section 3c) used to363

diagnose our stochastic internal flux representation (λI, ΣI). We therefore consider seasonal364

variations of the oceanic large scale to be common to all three cases, which are explicitly captured365

in the trajectory |ū〉 of (6). In this sense, our stochastic representations are of anomalies [|u〉 in366

(6)] from this shared climatology, which are unresolved in the low-resolution, ocean-only model.367

b. Diagnosis of realistic stochastic atmospheric fluxes368

In order to represent the effects of anomalous surface fluxes by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process369

we diagnose the parameters λE, ΣE from the outputs of a coupled climate model. In particular,370

we use the IPSL-CM5A-LR coupled model, which was run for twenty years in its CMIP5 pre-371

industrial control configuration (c.f. Dufresne et al. 2013). The ocean component of the model is372

NEMO-ORCA2 (v3.2) which has the same (ORCA2) configuration as our linearized ocean model.373

In order to cleanly separate atmospherically forced variability from internally forced turbulent374
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ocean variability (which is diagnosed separately; Section 3c), the ocean component of the chosen375

climate model is laminar, such that there is no internal turbulent variability (Grégorio et al. 2015).376

The atmospheric component is the LMDZ5a model, with a horizontal resolution of (3.75×1.9)◦377

and 39 levels in the vertical (Hourdin et al. 2013).378

To isolate the impact of external forcing, the twenty year time series of daily-averaged surface379

wind stress, heat and freshwater fluxes produced by the coupled model were considered. As380

described in Section 3a, the climatologies of these fluxes were taken to be present in the trajectory381

of the linear model (via its repeated annual forcing) and so were removed. The remaining anomalies382

were then linearly mapped to a corresponding external-flux-induced rate of change in ocean surface383

zonal and meridional velocity (FE
u and FE

v , respectively), sea surface temperature (SST; FE
T), and384

sea surface salinity (SSS; FE
S ). The covariance and e-folding decorrelation time of these time series385

(Fig. 1a-e) were then used to construct the stochastic representation.386

The variance of the heat flux term (Fig. 1a) is broadly distributed away from the tropics with387

regions of intense focus such as western boundary currents, while the freshwater flux variance term388

is conversely highest in the tropics (Figure 1b). Their covariance (Fig. 1c) reflects this difference389

such that increasing FE
T corresponds to salinification in these regions of highest variance in FE

S390

and freshening in regions of highest FE
T variance. Both temperature and salinity changes are most391

persistent at low latitudes (Fig. 1a,b, contours). For wind-stress-induced surface velocity changes,392

zonal and meridional variances show broadly similar spatial patterns, focused at high latitudes393

(Fig. 1d and e, respectively). The zonal component is notably more intense and more persistent394

(Fig. 1d,e, contours).395

The matrix ΣE was populated using the covariances of these time series with the corresponding396

time series of each dependent variable at every other location (Fig. 1 shows the lead diagonal ofΣE).397

λE is a diagonal matrix of local e-folding times calculated from the lag-autocorrelation of the time398
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series (shown by contours in Fig. 1). Buoyancy and momentum fluxes were assumed independent399

of each other, but their components (temperature and salinity for the former, meridional and zonal400

momentum for the latter) are allowed to spatially covary.401

To evaluate the goodness of fit of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process representation, we compare402

the PSD of a theoretically perfect process with matching parameters at each location [following403

(4)] with the PSD produced by the time series. To fairly weight all frequencies, we use the404

root-mean-square logarithmic error (RMSLE) metric, normalized by the mean of the logarithm405

of the PSD. This effectively corresponds to taking a normalized root-mean-square error, but in406

logarithmic space, such that all frequencies contribute evenly. For comparison we also evaluate the407

error in the same way when the more traditional Gaussian white noise representation (i.e., constant408

PSD) is used to fit the model outputs. This reveals that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model is almost409

everywhere an improvement in representing our diagnosed anomalous fluxes (Fig. 2).410

c. Diagnosis of realistic ocean mesoscale eddy fluxes411

In addition to the variability driven by turbulent atmospheric processes, processes creating412

variability exist within the ocean interior which are also unresolved by our laminar ocean-only413

model, due to the coarseness of its spatial discretisation. To show this, we utilise spatiotemporal414

Reynolds averaging, in which large-scale temperature variations are potentially impacted by small-415

scale anomalies in a purely advective transport framework. For the temperature, the associated416

advection equation (at high Péclet number, such that diffusive processes can be neglected) reads417

∂tT + 〈V |∇T 〉 = 0,

∂t(T̂ + T̃ ) + 〈V̂ + Ṽ |∇(T̂ + T̃ )〉 = 0, (34)
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where T and V are the scalar and tridirectional vector fields of temperature and of velocity,418

respectively,∇· is the tridirectional gradient operator, 〈·|·〉 is the inner product, ·̂ is a tridirectional419

spatial averaging operator, and ·̃ is its associated spatial fluctuation. This separation is such that420

the lower-resolution model (LRM) is able to resolve temperatures at the scale of the spatial average421

(e.g., T̂ ), while the higher-resolution model (HRM) resolves the sum of the spatial average and its422

fluctuation (e.g., T = T̂+T̃ ). We are interested in the mean effect of the small scale on the large423

scale following application of the spatial averaging operator. Applying this operator, the equation424

reduces to425

∂tT̂ + 〈V̂ |∇T̂ 〉 = − ̂〈Ṽ |∇T̃ 〉. (35)

As before, we consider the large-scale climatological cycle to be common to the HRM and the426

LRM, so we separate (35) into a trajectory (·) and a temporal fluctuation (·′):427

∂t

(
T̂ + T̂ ′

)
+
〈
V̂ + V̂

′∣∣∣∇(T̂ + T̂ ′
)〉

= −
[

̂〈Ṽ |∇T̃ 〉+
̂〈Ṽ |∇T̃ 〉

′]
, (36)

where ∂tT̂+〈V̂ |∇T̂ 〉=− ̂〈Ṽ |∇T̃ 〉 is the trajectory component common to both LRM and HRM.428

The unresolved component in the LRM is therefore429

∂tT̂
′ + 〈V̂ |∇T̂ ′〉+ 〈V̂

′
|∇T̂ 〉 = − ̂〈Ṽ |∇T̃ 〉

′
, (37)

where smaller, second order time-fluctuating terms (〈V̂
′
|∇T̂ ′〉) have been neglected. The flux430

terms on the left-hand side represent large-scale interactions between the temporal mean and its431

fluctuations, while the right hand side describes the temporal fluctuation of small-scale fluxes.432

We note that the latter term also contains interactions between the climatology and fluctuations,433

as can be seen by separating its interior velocity and temperature components into their own434

time-mean and fluctuating terms. Of those various flux terms, we are interested in the stationary435

eddy-driven component (i.e., the transport of small-scale buoyancy fluctuations by small-scale436
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current fluctuations). Thus, neglecting large-scale and seasonal–sub-seasonal interactions, we are437

left with the (eddy-driven) internal-flux-induced rate of change in temperature:438

FI
T = − ̂〈Ṽ ′|∇T̃ ′〉

′
, (38)

where similar considerations may be made for the internal eddy-driven salt flux (FI
S).439

We apply this approach to determine the turbulent eddy heat and salt fluxes unresolved in our440

LRM (the linear model of Section 3a) using an eddy permitting ocean model (the HRM). In441

particular, NEMO (v3.5) was run for twenty years in its 1/4◦, 75-level ORCA025 configuration,442

with climatological forcing. The configuration effectively mirrors that of Grégorio et al. (2015),443

who produce the forcing by creating a mean year from the Drakkar Forcing Set (Brodeau et al.444

2010). A smoothly forced ocean-only model was chosen to minimise the impact of turbulent445

atmospheric fluxes (which were determined separately; Section 3b). The spatial averaging of (34)446

was undertaken by averaging all gridpoints in the HRM which fall within a single grid cell of the447

LRM.448

As in the external case, the time series of internal turbulent fluxes [FI
T and FI

S, following (38)]449

were used to determine (via the lag-autocorrelation e-folding time) λI and (via the covariance with450

other locations) ΣI. Owing to the much greater number of elements in ΣI due to the vertical451

dimension, technical constraints prohibit a fully global treatment of spatial covariance. Instead, we452

assume spatial covariance to occur only locally: within a (3×2◦)2=(6◦)2 area (i.e, in a nine-point453

horizontal neighborhood of each location), and throughout the corresponding vertical. Features454

larger than this would be resolved by the LRM (e.g., Griffies and Treguier 2013). This assumption455

allows us to use a sparse matrix representation of ΣI, reducing computational demand to the same456

order as that of ΣE.457
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The temperature (FI
T; Fig. 1g) and salinity (FI

S; Figure 1h) components of the subgrid fluxes can be458

seen to exhibit generally similar variance distributions, with almost indistinguishable decorrelation459

timescales (Fig. 1, contours). Common to both components is the strong imprint of the Gulf460

Stream, Agulhas, Zapiola gyre, andKuroshio. Their covariance (Fig. 1i) emphasizes these common461

regions and is effectively everywhere positive, while salinity flux variability uniquely shows strong462

signatures in the Amazon and Niger outflow regions. There is some latitudinal dependence of463

decay time (as may be expected from the changing deformation radius, e.g., Chelton et al. 1998)464

but decay times λI largely reflect the variance itself, ΣI. For example, the shortest times (on the465

order of days), at the Equator, may also be found at much higher latitudes in turbulent regions such466

as the Gulf Stream. Meanwhile, the gyre interiors show greater persistence, up to many months in467

the Pacific, and these are the regions where the fluxes are also weakest. These quiescent, persistent468

regions are understandably where a constant-spectrum approximation (with instantaneous decay)469

fits most poorly. Consistently this is where the greatest improvements are seen when moving from a470

Gaussian white noise representation to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process representation (Section 2b;471

Fig. 2).472

d. Experiment design473

As described in Section 2, we can use our linear model configuration and stochastic approach474

to analyze the variance evolution of any linear, scalar-valued function of the ocean state, in both a475

theoretical (optimized stochastic representation) and realistic (diagnosed stochastic representation)476

context. We choose to focus on a range of climatically relevant metrics: the meridional volume477

transport (MVT, integrated from the surface to the depth of maximum overturning), full-depth478

meridional heat transport (MHT), and ocean heat content (OHC, over the present depth range of479

the majority of the Argo fleet, 0-2000 m). These metrics are calculated for the subtropical (at 25◦N480
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for MVT [0-870 m] andMHT [full depth], from 15◦ to 40◦N for OHC [0-2000 m]) and subpolar (at481

55◦N for MVT [0-1200 m] and MHT [full depth], from 40◦ to 65◦N for OHC [0-2000 m]) North482

Atlantic. In all cases, monthly, annually, and decadally averaged quantities are considered.483

4. Results484

a. Subtropical North Atlantic485

1) Optimal Stochastic Perturbations486

We now consider (using the limiting cases of Section 2b) the spatially correlated external and487

decorrelated internal OSPs of the metrics of Section 3d in our linearized ocean model (Section 3a).488

The sensitivity of the metric to different potential sources of variability is indicated by the amplifi-489

cation factor (Table 1), following (26). For instance, the correlated surface heat flux OSP of yearly490

MHT has an amplification factor of 1.1 PW2 (K2 s−1)−1. This implies that a stochastic surface491

heat flux following the correlated OSP which has a magnitude of 1 K2 s−1 will induce a response492

in annual averaged MHT with a variance of 1.1 PW2 across a large ensemble. The amplification493

factors for MVT and MHT suggest a change in regime when averaging times are increased. For494

these metrics, sensitivity to large-scale spatially correlated buoyancy fluxes at the surface remains495

relatively constant at all timescales, producing a response of similar amplitude. Conversely, sensi-496

tivity to internal, spatially decorrelated buoyancy fluxes falls sharply with increasing average time,497

particularly for MVT. Surface momentum flux sensitivity also sees a sharp decline from monthly498

to annual timescales for both MVT and MHT. OHC variability exhibits no apparent regime shift499

of this nature, with a steady sensitivity to changes in all variables across all timescales.500

So as to understand the mechanisms of variability generation in the model, we now consider501

the spatial distribution of the perturbations (for year-averaged quantities) in more detail (Figs 3,502
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4, and 5). The optimal perturbations for MVT and MHT (Figs 3 and 4; shading) are broadly503

similar. In the uncorrelated, internal case (panels a and b) the perturbation can have no large-scale504

structure and simply reflects the distribution of sensitivity amplitudes. These are greatest in the505

Gulf Stream, and along the evaluation line of the metrics. The large-scale patterns of the correlated506

external buoyancy forcing, however, reflect strongly themodel mean state. In particular, subtropical507

meridional transport variability displays a strong sensitivity to subpolar surface buoyancy fluxes,508

reflected as a large-scale gradient across the northern boundary of the subtropical gyre. Wind509

sensitivity displays very consistent patterns indicating stimulation of Ekman transport (in the case510

of zonal wind) and western boundary transport change combined with eastern boundary up- or511

downwelling (in the case of meridional wind). Upwelling directly impacts the volume transport512

locally through geostrophy (Hirschi et al. 2007; Kanzow et al. 2010; Polo et al. 2014), but this513

pattern has also been observed in other sensitivity studies to trigger pressure anomalies which reach514

great distances along the eastern boundary (Pillar et al. 2016; Jones et al. 2018).515

The optimal OHC perturbation in the uncorrelated case (Fig. 5a and b) shows sensitivity to516

buoyancy fluxes throughout the region, but particularly at the subpolar–subtropical gyre interface,517

which has been highlighted as a key region for variability generation in the Atlantic (Buckley and518

Marshall 2016). Also clear, but less pronounced, are local peaks around the Agulhas retroflection519

and the Zapiola gyre. The correlated surface OSPs are notably different in the cases of temperature520

and salinity due to the ability of surface temperature fluxes to impact heat content variability521

both directly and indirectly through passive and active mechanisms, which sometimes conflict522

(Stephenson and Sévellec 2020). The active mechanisms are made clear by the correlated salinity523

OSP, which shows stark gradients across the northern boundary of the North Atlantic and South524

Atlantic subtropical gyres, as well as a local peak in the deep water formation region of the model525

(Stephenson et al. 2020). The temperature perturbation echoes this, but with a distribution which526
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is almost everywhere equally signed, so as to passively stimulate heat content. The momentum527

flux perturbations (Fig. 5e and f) are generally more complex but can still be seen to broadly528

coincide with predominantly zonal streamlines and coastal regions in the zonal and meridional529

cases, respectively. There is a notable focus along the subpolar–subtropical gyre interface for the530

zonal momentum flux.531

2) Dynamical attribution of subtropical variance532

Having explored the patterns and mechanisms by which oceanic variability can be optimally533

stimulated in our model, we turn our attention to the ways in which it is actually stimulated534

in the real climate system, as derived in Section 2c. Following (31) and (32), application of535

each component of the stochastic forcing separately allows the resultant variance evolution to be536

partitioned accordingly (Fig. 6). There is a substantial difference between the nature of month- and537

decade-averaged transport metrics, both in the variance amplitude and in the impacts of different538

sources, as in the OSP case (shown by the amplification factors of Table 1). External momentum539

fluxes are responsible for 52% of month-averaged MVT and for 63% of month-averaged MHT by540

the end of the 60-yr simulation, but just 9% and 10%, respectively, for decade-averaged MHT.541

Similarly, the external buoyancy component contributes just 4% to month-averaged MVT variance542

at 60-yr, but over 50% in the decade-averaged case. For year-averaged MVT and MHT, the ocean543

internal component is the dominant contributor to the final variance, at 60% for MVT and 58%544

for MHT. In addition to differences between monthly and decadal metrics in the final (60 yr)545

variability, a difference in the evolution of this variance is also apparent. Contributions from all546

sources are fairly steady in time for MVT and MHT for the quickly-saturating month-averaged547

case. For ten-year average MVT and MHT, there is a more notable shift. Following initialisation,548

external momentum and internal buoyancy fluxes are themain causes of error growth. However, the549
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contribution of wind peaks abruptly, while the eddy component grows for around 6 years, peaking550

at nearly 80% of the total uncertainty. On longer timescales, the eddy-turbulence component falls551

to slightly less than half of the total contribution over the remainder of the simulation. During this552

stage, it is the more slowly acting external buoyancy component that develops and contributes the553

remaining variance.554

Notably, as in the OSP perspective, the components of the OHC variance after 60 yr are consistent555

across different time averages, with an almost equal contribution (around 45% each) from external556

and internal buoyancy fluxes. This follows the slow growth of the internal component, which, at557

its lowest, contributes only around 25% of the total uncertainty. This is in contrast with the MVT558

and MHT, where it is the external buoyancy contribution which is the slowest to develop.559

Following (33), we consider the spatial distributions of these contributions to the 60-yr variance560

for the annually averaged case, within the transition between the two discussed (month- and decade-561

average) cases (Fig. 7; where the zonal and meridional momentum flux covariance contribution562

is not shown). There is generally a high level of agreement between the patterns shown in the563

optimal case (i.e., what the ocean “wants”; Figs 3, 4, and 5) and the realistic case (Fig. 7). This564

is linked to the overall relative constant shape of the realistic forcing (i.e., what the ocean “gets”;565

Fig. 1). Although we remind of the contrast between the two frameworks (i.e., white vs. temporally566

correlated noise) when making any such comparisons.567

In particular, volume and heat transport variability are primarily driven by ocean internal buoy-568

ancy fluxes local to the western boundary, and by remote external buoyancy fluxes in the subpolar569

region. Zonal surface momentum fluxes, consistently with the OSP, almost exclusively stimulate570

a zonal band along the evaluation line (Fig. 7g and h), while in the meridional case a combination571

of western boundary current and eastern along-shelf stimulation pervade. The agreement between572

the prescribed (temporally correlated) and optimal (white noise) forcing is less apparent in the case573
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of OHC. Internal buoyancy fluxes affecting heat content variability can be predominantly traced574

in the prescribed case to highly focused sources in the noisiest regions of the Atlantic (Fig. 7c vs.575

Fig. 1g and h), while the optimal white noise perturbation is more evenly distributed throughout576

the Atlantic with a local peak in the subtropical–subpolar “transition zone” (Buckley and Marshall577

2016). The distribution in the prescribed case also exhibits a selection of locations which make578

a negative contribution, particularly north of the North Atlantic current. These arise from the579

covariance of neighbouring points with an otherwise strong contribution gradient, and act as a580

compensatory “source” of predictability relative to that which would stem from a spatially decor-581

related representation. External buoyancy fluxes contribute over a broader area than the internal582

case, with the most concentrated contributions in the remote subpolar region. The contribution583

from zonal wind is almost exclusively along the evaluation region’s boundaries, whereas in the584

meridional case (as also seen in the OSP) the western coasts of Europe and South America have585

the clearest impact.586

b. Subpolar North Atlantic587

1) Optimal Stochastic Perturbations588

Applying the considerations of Section 4a1 to the subpolar region, differences emerge in the589

amplitude of the response to the optimal stochastic forcing (Table 2). For subpolar MVT, the590

correlated surface OSP is much more effective at generating variability than in the subtropics,591

particularly on annual timescales (for which the amplification factor is around four times as large592

as in the subpolar region). For MHT, the values are similar in both regions. The opposite is593

apparent in the spatially uncorrelated case, where, for example, the response of monthly MHT to594

its uncorrelated optimal noise perturbation is over six times as large in the subtropics as in the595
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subpolar region. OHC again shows consistent behavior across all time averages, but is much more596

sensitive to external momentum and internal buoyancy changes than in the subtropics.597

The OSP for meridional volume transport (Fig. 8) shows a much more concentrated spatial598

distribution than its subtropical equivalent. In the uncorrelated ocean interior case, almost all of599

the weight is focused at the core of the subpolar gyre (panels a and b). For the perfectly correlated600

surface case, this hotspot, coincident with the surface outcrop of the model North Atlantic Deep601

Water (Stephenson et al. 2020), is complemented by a dipole pattern crossing the North Atlantic602

Current (panels c and d). This dipole resembles the surface sensitivity of the least damped603

interdecadal mode of variability (corresponding to a large-scale thermal Rossby wave) present in604

an earlier version of the model (Sévellec and Fedorov 2013). As for the subtropical metric, the605

optimal momentum flux patterns are an east-west band in the zonal case and a predominantly606

eastern-boundary-following pattern in the meridional case.607

While having many common features with that of MVT, the optimal pattern for MHT (Fig. 9)608

is much less focused, neglecting the hotspot of the north-west Atlantic for a more spread out609

distribution. The optimal internal perturbation consists of buoyancy fluxes throughout the subpolar610

gyre, as well as in the subtropical–subpolar intergyre region. In the correlated case, the dipole611

feature between gyres (already visible for the subtropical case, Fig. 4) is more heavily emphasized.612

In addition to the familiar features of the velocity OSPs, fainter bands encircle the subpolar gyre.613

The OSPs of subpolar OHC variance (Fig. 10) exhibit many similar behaviors to those described614

for other metrics. The uncorrelated interior noise favours the subtropical–subpolar gyre boundary,615

while the correlated surface heat flux pattern targets oppositely the deep water outcrop regions616

and the wider North Atlantic, with a particular focus on the North Atlantic Current. Similarly617

to the correlated OSP of subtropical heat content, the correlated subpolar zonal velocity OSP618

displays a complex arrangement of alternating bands which broadly coincide with strongly zonal619
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currents in the trajectory, while the meridional pattern predominantly targets coastal upwelling and620

downwelling (i.e., alongshore velocity/momentum fluxes) in these same regions.621

2) Dynamical attribution of subpolar variance622

Under prescribed, realistic sources of variability, the subpolar region is dominated by external623

forcing (Fig. 11), which accounts for up to 94% of the total variance after 60 years in the case624

of month-averaged heat transport. As in the subtropics, the meridional transport metrics exhibit625

a regime shift when moving from month-averaged quantities (up to 86% momentum-driven) to626

decade-averaged quantities (where over 60% of the final variance can be attributed to surface627

buoyancy fluxes). For all time averages, momentum fluxes contribute most of the early-stage628

error growth of MVT and MHT following initialisation, but the buoyancy component becomes629

more established over the first decade. MVT and MHT are much less variable overall than in the630

subtropics, while heat content variance is slightly higher, again showing consistent behavior across631

all considered time averages. Also notable is that, despite full convergence not being reached after632

the 60 years, heat content seemingly shows a higher degree of saturation in the subpolar region633

than in the subtropical region.634

The spatial patterns of subpolar variance origins in response to prescribed fluxes (Fig. 12; where635

the zonal and meridional momentum flux covariance contribution is not shown) are generally less636

similar to the corresponding optimal perturbations (Section 4b1) than in the subtropics (Section 4a),637

although we again treat comparisons between the two frameworks with caution. The differences638

are particularly clear for internal buoyancy fluxes, which for all metrics share a common maximum639

at around 40◦N, far south of the corresponding peaks in the uncorrelated OSPs. For MVT there640

is a large contribution on the evaluation line west of Scotland, apparently coincident with a local641

peak in the uncorrelated OSP, but the most sensitive region in the central subpolar gyre is only642
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weakly stimulated. As in the subtropical region, negative contributions flank the Gulf Stream643

and its extension, acting as a compensatory “source” of predictability offsetting its covarying644

sinks. Variance due to (temporally correlated) prescribed external buoyancy fluxes more closely645

agrees with the (white noise) spatially correlated OSP. In particular, the northern portion of the646

optimal dipole shape is discernible for MHT, while the deep water outcrop hotspot can be faintly647

recognized, along with the west-European shelf in the case of MVT. Heat content variability due648

to external buoyancy fluxes largely coincides with the most concentrated region of the correlated649

OSP, in the North Atlantic Current, but shows little agreement elsewhere. The external momentum650

flux components are qualitatively similar for all three metrics, again stimulating transport across651

constant latitude lines in the zonal case (where the noise input [Fig. 1] constructively stimulates652

the most sensitive regions [Figs 8, 9, and 10]), while highlighting the coasts for the meridional653

case. Both zonal (in the case of MVT and OHC) and meridional (in the case of MHT) momentum654

flux contributions are offset by a weakly negative compensation bordering the regions of strongest655

positive variance stimulation.656

5. Discussion and conclusions657

The climate system contains a number of sinks of predictability or, equivalently, sources of658

uncertainty, fromwhich unpredictable noise can grow and eventually overwhelm predictable signal659

(such as that provided to an initialized forecast). In this study, we have considered the sources (and660

compensatory sinks) of uncertainty in metrics of the North Atlantic from two perspectives. In the661

first perspective, a complimentary pair of optimal stochastic forcingswere calculated, encapsulating662

the patterns which generate maximum variance in the metric. These are a representation of the663

sensitivity of themetric to random forcing. The pair differ by their spatial coherence: one being fully664

spatially uncorrelated, with the other fully correlated over the surface layer. These are the extrema of665
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possible spatial correlation, and respectivelymimic, in an idealized sense, the behavior of stochastic666

fluxes due to (mesoscale) oceanic turbulence and (synoptic scale) atmospheric turbulence. In the667

second perspective, the optimal stochastic forcing is instead replaced with a prescribed, realistic668

stochastic representation of these sources, including spatiotemporal covariance. The properties of669

the representations are diagnosed from more complex (fully coupled and eddy-permitting) models.670

This has allowed us to compare the commonalities between the optimal and actual cases (albeit671

in a limited way, given their differences in spatiotemporal correlation). We have further been672

able, in the diagnosed case, to dynamically attribute variability to its origins. The latter ability673

notably forgoes the more typical ensemble attribution approach, which generally necessitates many674

simulations in a high-complexity model, and cannot ensure causality. The sources determined by675

these two perspectives can qualitatively be seen as what the ocean “wants” (in order to maximize676

variability) and what the ocean “gets” (in the real world). Regions where the ocean “gets” what677

it “wants” offer particularly poor prospects for prediction, as both the sources of uncertainty and678

their mechanisms of amplification play a role.679

Variations on the OSP technique have been utilized in the context of optimal excitation of MOC680

variability in a number of studies (a thorough review is provided byMonahan et al. 2008). However,681

due to the complexity of the problem these studies are typically undertaken in an idealized context,682

utilizing either box models (e.g., Tziperman and Ioannou 2002; Zanna and Tziperman 2008) or683

idealized ocean models (e.g., Sévellec et al. 2007, 2009). We have adapted the framework to a684

global OGCMby reducing the covariancematrix to block diagonal form and considering its limiting685

cases. We note (e.g., Farrell and Ioannou 1996) the close relationship between optimal stochastic686

forcings and optimal initial perturbations: the former is in a sense a linear combination of the latter687

such that the coefficients are determined by the OSP approach. As the linear optimal perturbation688

of a linear oceanmetric is simply a rescaling of the adjoint sensitivity field (Sévellec et al. 2007), we689
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may consider the sources highlighted by the OSP in the context of past adjoint sensitivity studies,690

where they appear robust across differing models, metrics, and time scales. Recurring mechanisms691

evident in our study include, for instance, the along-shelf stimulation by meriodional wind and692

subsequent triggering of coastal pressure anomalies, particularly along the west coast of Africa.693

This pattern has been stressed by Jones et al. (2018) in an adjoint sensitivity study of Labrador694

Sea heat content, Loose et al. (2020) regarding heat transport across the Greenland-Scotland ridge,695

and Pillar et al. (2016) in the context of meridional overturning in the subtropics. The latter696

study additionally analyzes fainter alternating bands of wind stress sensitivity as also seen here,697

concluding that these communicate pressure anomalies via topographically-steered Rossby waves.698

Common to the surface thermohaline OSPs of all metrics considered here is a large-scale699

buoyancy gradient pivoting on the North Atlantic current, which has in dynamical studies been700

seen to stimulate subtropical (Pillar et al. 2016; Kostov et al. 2019) and subpolar (Sévellec et al.701

2017) volume transport, as well as basin-wide (Sévellec and Fedorov 2017) and Labrador Sea702

(Jones et al. 2018) heat content. This is joined by a “hotspot” common to the heat content and703

subpolar volume transport OSPs in both the correlated and uncorrelated cases which is associated704

with the passive transport of buoyancy anomalies via deep water pathways (Sévellec and Fedorov705

2015; Stephenson et al. 2020).706

To estimate the extent to which these intrinsic ocean sensitivities are exploited by actual sources707

of stochastic variability, and to quantify the respective contribution of these sources to oceanic708

uncertainty, we then considered the metrics from the second, prescriptive, perspective. A number709

of studies have dynamically attributed oceanic changes to prescribed external surface forcings710

using adjoint methods (Pillar et al. 2016; Sévellec et al. 2018; Smith and Heimbach 2019) but the711

relative quantification of internal oceanic mesoscale eddy contributions has thus far been restricted712

to a resource-intensive ensemble framework (e.g., Bessières et al. 2017). These contributions713
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may present a key sink of predictive skill in high-resolution climate models however, and so are714

of increasing importance. By incorporating temporal correlation, we have presented a realistic715

stochastic representation (an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) of the slowly evolving ocean mesoscale716

which can also be projected onto the adjoint sensitivity fields. This stochastic representation fits the717

power spectrum of modeled eddy buoyancy fluxes much more closely than Gaussian white noise,718

which is the more commonly employed framework when considering atmospherically driven low-719

frequency variability (e.g., the review of Farneti 2017, and references therein). This has allowed us720

to bypass the ensemble approach in exchange for the much numerically efficient dynamical method721

for both oceanic (internal) and atmospheric (external) sources of error growth.722

The diagnosed stochastic forcing approach reveals a regime change in meridional transport723

variability for longer time averages. In particular, we have shown that surface momentum fluxes724

dominate for month-averaged transport metrics while surface buoyancy fluxes take over for decade725

averages. This regime shift is well documented (Dong and Sutton 2001; Hirschi et al. 2007; Polo726

et al. 2014) but we find that in the early stages of the error growth, and for annual averages, it is727

ocean internal buoyancy fluxes, due to mesoscale eddies, which form the greatest contribution in728

the subtropics. As early-stage growth is when the signal-to-noise ratio diminishes most rapidly, it729

may be internal sources which present the greatest barrier to subtropical predictability. Our results730

indicate that these sources ultimately account for up to 60% of annually-averaged volume transport731

variability at 25◦N. This quantification broadly agrees with the varying estimates of ensemble732

studies (albeit at the higher end; e.g., Grégorio et al. 2015; Jamet et al. 2019), which typically733

place a local peak in internal oceanic contributions to MVT variability near 25◦N (our subtropical734

metric latitude) with a corresponding trough near 55◦N (our subpolar metric latitude) consistently735

with the decrease we show here. We did not find any such regime shift in the case of ocean heat736
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content, whose variability for all time averages is dominated by external forcing, particularly in the737

more quiescent subpolar region (consistent with the ensemble study of Sérazin et al. 2017).738

When comparing the theoretically deduced (white noise) OSPs with the sources of variability in739

response to diagnosed (temporally correlated) stochastic forcing, a general overlap was observed in740

the subtropical region. This suggests efficient stimulation of the preferredmechanisms of the ocean,741

despite the differing temporal correlation of the two frameworks. This was less true of the subpolar742

region, which may go some way to explaining the smaller diagnosed variance there relative743

to the subtropics, despite its higher sensitivity to surface forcing (quantified via amplification744

factors) in the optimal framework. Regarding the subsurface component, it is commonly discussed745

that the smaller deformation radius at higher latitudes necessitates an ocean model with a fully746

eddy resolving resolution in order to faithfully represent the internal contribution. As such,747

this contribution is likely under-represented in eddy-permitting ensemble studies, which typically748

portray it as very minor (e.g., Grégorio et al. 2015; Leroux et al. 2018). This lower contribution749

also impacts our own approach of diagnosing mesoscale eddy fluxes in an eddy-permitting model.750

However, we reinforce that even without prescribed forcing, the theoretical OSP framework has751

allowed us to quantify the subtropical sensitivity to spatially uncorrelated noise as being many752

times as large as the subpolar region. It is thus apparent that large-scale oceanic metrics are simply753

less affected by small-scale noise in this region, potentially offering increased benefit from targeted754

monitoring systems.755

Previous studies investigating interactions between the oceanic mesoscale and the low-frequency756

large scale (such as those considered here) present conflicting behavior. While some studies757

show constructive stimulation of low-frequency variability (e.g., Berloff et al. 2007; Arbic et al.758

2014), others show its destruction by small-scale noise (e.g., LaCasce and Pedlosky 2004; Hochet759

et al. 2020; Sévellec et al. 2020). The framework of our study describes variability from a760
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linear, ensemble perspective in which any divergence in phase space constitutes an irreversible761

accumulation of error (a source of uncertainty). This framework is not well-suited to isolating such762

destructive feedbacks, but we have seen that some contributors to the net positive error growth763

are weakly negative. This slows this growth and restores some predictability. This is particularly764

apparent along the boundaries of noisy regions such as the North Atlantic current, suggesting a765

partial compensatory source of predictability within the turbulent internal field.766

We finally comment on some other limitations of the approach. While computationally efficient,767

we have used a linearized model under the assumption of small deviations from a trajectory,768

alongside a stationary, band-limited stochastic representation of dynamical processes which, in769

reality, are highly intricate. For example, our internal turbulent buoyancy flux representation770

cannot encompass coherent inter-basin exchanges, which have been speculated to be an important771

mechanism of Atlantic MOC variability (e.g. Biastoch et al. 2008). While a coupled climate model772

was used to determine the surface fluxes, the modeled ocean response is unable to interact with773

these, precluding the existence of any coupled feedbacks and associated modes, which may have774

a pronounced impact on interdecadal variability (e.g. Liu 2012). Despite these drawbacks, the775

framework offers a uniquely efficient and thorough method for investigating the sources of oceanic776

variance and associated impacts on predictability. The result is an exact analytical calculation of777

oceanic uncertainty (otherwise requiring a theoretically infinite ensemble) which can be cleanly778

partitioned into its sources and locations.779
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Table 1. Normalized amplification factors of various OSPs [following (26)] for the North Atlantic subtropical

region. A stochastic forcing with the spatial distribution of the OSP (Figures 3, 4, and 5) and with unit amplitude

will stimulate a response in the target metric with the given variance. The input units are given in the column

headers, while units of output variance are shown in the row headers. Left hand columns correspond to perfectly

correlated surface OSPs. Right-hand columns correspond to totally uncorrelated internal OSPs. Note that the

amplitude units differ between the correlated and uncorrelated cases.

957

958

959

960

961

962

Surface (correlated) Full-depth (uncorrelated)

avg. T S u v T S

time (1 K2s−1) (1 psu2s−1) (1 (ms−1)2s−1) (1 (ms−1)2s−1) (1 K2d−1) (1 psu2d−1)

30d 228.6 5988.0 1429.6 793.6 21740.1 538583.4

M
V
T
(S
v2

)

1y 215.0 5581.5 505.9 377.7 12017.8 304263.0

10y 186.0 4946.0 400.0 330.5 2934.7 78115.9

30d 1.2 27.3 18.8 5.2 82.9 2017.1

M
H
T
(P
W

2
)

1y 1.1 26.2 2.8 2.3 53.9 1343.3

10y 0.9 21.6 1.9 1.4 13.7 371.3

30d 2.7 66.0 1.9 2.2 12.9 422.4

O
H
C
(K

2
)

1y 2.8 65.7 1.9 2.2 12.7 416.3

10y 2.6 62.2 1.8 2.1 10.4 355.6
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Table 2. As in Table 1, but for subpolar OSPs, (whose spatial distributions are shown in Figures 8,9, and 10).

Surface (correlated) Full-depth (uncorrelated)

avg. T S u v T S

time (1 K2s−1) (1 psu2s−1) (1 (ms−1)2s−1) (1 (ms−1)2s−1) (1 K2d−1) (1 psu2d−1)

30d 393.3 13593.9 2641.3 1781.6 7879.5 275994.0

M
V
T
(S
v2

)

1y 847.7 20856.9 5339.2 1971.3 3793.4 127242.1

10y 295.9 10701.1 1816.3 1146.4 919.4 29639.1

30d 1.7 42.7 4.7 3.8 13.7 361.4

M
H
T
(P
W

2
)

1y 1.5 40.3 4.1 3.4 11.2 298.4

10y 0.8 22.5 1.9 1.5 3.7 104.5

30d 4.8 123.5 19.9 14.6 48.3 1472.2

O
H
C
(K

2
)

1y 4.7 122.9 19.8 14.6 47.9 1459.7

10y 4.3 112.9 18.7 13.9 38.6 1216.1
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Fig. 1. Leading diagonal of flux covariance matrices (shading) and flux decorrelation times (contours) for

external (atmospheric; a-f) and internal (ocean mesoscale eddy; g-h) turbulent fluxes. Contours are separated by

half a day and increase in darkness, with thicker, solid contours at 0.5 (lightest), 1.5 and 2.5 (darkest) days. In

the latter case, quantities are depth-averaged and contours are separated by ten days with thicker contours at 10

(lightest), 30 and 50 (darkest) days.
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Fig. 2. Map of error in fitting power spectra of internal (top row; depth-averaged values shown) and external

(middle and lower rows) turbulent fluxes to the theoretical power spectrum of a white Gaussian noise (a-f) and

an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (g-l). a,g: internal heat flux; b,h: external heat flux; c,i: external momentum

flux (zonal component); d,j: internal salt flux; f,l: external momentum flux (meridional component). The error

is given as the ratio of root-mean-square logarithmic error (RMSLE) to the log-mean value of the spectrum

(equivalent to the RMSE:mean ratio in log space), such that the whole spectrum is weighted evenly.
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Fig. 3. Optimal stochastic perturbation for year-averaged subtropical meridional volume transport in the fully

spatially uncorrelated (a,b, depth-averages shown) and perfectly spatially correlated surface-only (c,d,e,f) cases.

Streamlines show time-averaged volume transport over the upper 2 km in the trajectory. Dashed lines show

25◦N, the latitude at which the meridional volume transport is evaluated.
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for subtropical meridional heat transport (evaluated at 25◦N, denoted by the dashed line).
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 3, but for subtropical ocean heat content (evaluated between 15◦N and 40◦N denoted by the

two dashed lines).
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Fig. 6. Attribution of uncertainty following initialisation for the subtropical ocean metrics (MVT: a-c; MHT:

d-f; OHC: g-i) over different averaging times (month: a,d,g; year: b,e,h; decade: c,f,i), following (31) and

(32). Green and red shading indicate variance due to external (atmospheric) momentum and buoyancy fluxes,

respectively. Blue shading indicates variance due to internal buoyancy fluxes (due to oceanic mesoscale eddy

forcing). Dashed white contours show percentages (inset text) of the total variance. Shaded boxes show the

averagingwindowoverwhich themetric is evaluated. Variance due to surfacemomentumfluxes is partitioned into

zonal (dark green) and meridional (light green) components, where shading between them indicates covariance.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of sources of accumulated variance for subtropical ocean metrics (MVT:a,d,g,j;

MHT:b,e,h,j; OHC:c,f,i,l) after 60 years of simulation following (31), (32), and (33). Variance per unit volume

due to internal buoyancy fluxes is depth integrated to give the water column total contribution per unit area (a-c),

variance due to external momentum (zonal component, g-i; meridional component, j-l) and buoyancy (d-f) fluxes

are surface distributions of contribution per unit area. Dashed lines show the latitude (MVT, MHT metrics) or

region (OHC metric) where the metric is evaluated. Note the differing (sometimes by orders of magnitude) color

scales, reflecting the differing contributions shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 3, but for subpolar meridional volume transport (evaluated at 55◦N denoted by the dashed

line).
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for subpolar meridional heat transport (evaluated at 55◦N denoted by the dashed line).
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 3, but for subpolar heat content (evaluated between 40◦N and 65◦N denoted by the two

dashed lines).
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 6, but for subpolar ocean metrics
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Fig. 12. As in Fig. 7, but for subpolar ocean metrics. We note again that the differing contributions (as shown

in Figure 11) lead to large differences in the color scales between panels.
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